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Across the Roof of the World 

There was a feeling amongst the more senior members of the Club that 

another trip to Nepal was in order before the bionic knees and hips wore 

out. In view of the makeshift nature of the likely participants it was 

thought wise to avoid actually climbing anything. A trek seemed to fit the 

bill, but where? As we had previously visited the Everest, Annapurna and 

Rolwaling regions we thought a look at the eastern part of the country 

would be a good thing and a trek to Kanchenjunga base camp was 

eventually decided upon. But as is the nature of these things we are never 

satisfied with one objective and so, for afters, we would visit the base 

camp on the north side of Everest, motor on to Lhasa and go by rail to 

Beijing, a not inconsiderable distance. In order to facilitate this 

ambitious sports plan Walker Tours sprang into action with the usual 

enthusiasm that Chris generates. Ably helped by others, particularly Jim, 

the itinerary became reality. 
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The services of “Beyond the Limits” in the person of our old friend Saroj 

Neupane were called into action and we were met with garlands at KTM 

airport. After a day’s site seeing round the Kathmandu valley we were off. 

We had been assured that Sukatur airstrip would have reopened with a 

newly surfaced runway but, not surprisingly, this proved not to be the 

case. The flight was rearranged to Biratnagar which immediately put us 

three days behind schedule as we had to walk to the original start. We 

were transferred by Landrover to Basantapur where we arrived after 

dark due to a breakdown. Things had not started auspiciously. However 

the dawn brought great views of forested hills above the mist, and it was 

through these foothills we were to walk for the next few days. Escorted 

by a huge procession of porters and sirdars, cooks and assistants we set 

off. Our way wended through mist and forest, through little villages of 

woven bamboo huts, on a rough track at first, sometimes paved but mainly 

rutted mud. Lunch was at Chauki on a lovely grassy knoll. These lunches 

are quite a feature of trekking. The whole performance can take a couple 

of hours and can be most frustrating at times for some, but it gives the 

porters time to get ahead and usually results in some remarkable culinary 

achievements. Our cook, Mr Jit, who had served his time as a pastry cook 

on cruise ships, could produce deep fried cheese pasties, fresh Tibetan 

bread, corned beef fritters or curried potatoes washed down of course 

with lashings of tea. The following days took us through Gufa, Gurja Goun 

to Dobhan where we camped by the River Tamor. We were to follow this 

river for the next week through leech infested jungle and rhododendron 

forest. Every morning the tents would be packed away soaked from the 

overnight dew and then pitched in the evening as the clouds rolled in, so 

we became resigned to permanent damp. Some evenings we would get a 

thunderstorm just to make the point. Lunchtimes would usually find us 

airing sleeping bags and drying out clothes. At Thiwa we found a lodge 

with just enough beer to go round, this together with Mr Jit’s fried 

spring rolls, made for a pleasant evening.  

 

At Tapethok we entered the Kanchenjunga Conservation Area where our 

trekking permits were checked and stamped. The path improved 

dramatically and we were, at last, gaining height away from the steamy 

jungle. Through Lelap we went, camped at Sekathum and on to Amjilosa. 

On the way we saw women pounding the millet for making chang, the local 

beer. We came across a Shamman, the local holy man, curing a woman of 

some complaint. This involved the slaughter of a hen and anointing with 

the blood. We had a day when we thought the monsoon had returned as 

the rain beat down incessantly. That night we took refuge in a lodge 
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where Brian entertained the local youngsters by arriving trouserless. 

However he redeemed 

himself by treating us all 

to a bottle of Chinese 

whisky. An early start 

enabled us to put two day’s 

walk together and catch up 

a little on our schedule. It 

was a dawn till dusk effort 

but we mostly arrived in 

Ghunsa where we spent 

two days to acclimatise a 

little. We were based at 

the Yak Hotel, not 

recommended, but it 

enabled the porters to 

celebrate the festival of 

Dewali. We watched while 

they beheaded a goat, 

skinned it, butchered it 

and had it in the pressure 

cooker in an impressively 

short time. Lunch was the 

toughest goat stew ever, but for dinner we had succulent goatburgers, 

while outside the porters got to work on the chang. Needless to say the 

morrow saw a slow start. As we had to return to Ghunsa, after visiting 

base camp, this offered the option of a cop out. Chris, exhausted by his 

administration duties, decided to keep Brian company while he rested his 

bionic knee. 
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The final few days of the approach to the western base camp at Pang 

Pema followed the route explored in 1848 by Sir Joseph Hooker, way 

before the Matterhorn was climbed. He was imprisoned in Sikkim on his 

return, by way of retribution. The path at first followed the river 

through birch forest, splendid in its autumn foliage. Then crossing to the 

western bank we climbed steadily before crossing huge landslips, the 

result of a recent earthquake which had rearranged large parts of the 

country hereabouts. Boulders, the size of houses, were sitting next to 

their newly created craters and freshly trodden paths snaked across 

unstable screes. All this lead to Kambachan, which at 4000m., 

necessitated a two night stay to allow our old and weary bodies to get 

used to breathing the thin air. The “free” day was utilised by a stroll up 

towards Jannu, a magnificent peak, described by Frank Smythe as 

“hopelessly unassailable”. We crossed the glacier stream on a single log 

and scrambled about 1000ft onto the moraine of the Jannu Glacier, which 

we followed for an hour or two “just for the exercise”. The panorama was 

stupendous and there were many photographic pauses. As a contrast to 

our earlier experience in the jungle it was now bitterly cold at night and 

so the tents were packed away frozen. The enthusiasm with which the 

porters carried out this task often resulted in broken poles or ruined zips 

which caused consternation for those who had brought their own tents. 
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Much gaffa tape was employed to effect repairs, and Josie’s needle was 

sometimes called into play. 

 

The penultimate stage, up to Lhonak at 4800m., tested our lung power. 

This is a desolate, windswept yak pasture, inhabited by a few hardy yak 

herders, whose children appear impervious to cold as they romp about in 

the snow in bare feet. Not wishing to compete with this we were happy to 

stick to fleece undies and duvet jackets. In an effort to save another day 

it was decided to walk the final stage to Pang Pema (5200m) and return 

the same day. This turned out to be fine and allowed plenty of time for 

absorbing the atmosphere of this remarkable place. The altitude 

defeated a couple of people who waited at Lhonak but 9 of the original 13 

enjoyed lunch by the ruins of a hovel, destroyed by the earthquake, 

whilst admiring the awesome western face of Kanchenjunga. Douglas 

Freshfield , who passed this way in 1899, considered “ the peak is hardly 

likely to be gained with less than two nights spent on the face”. This 

appeared to be an extremely optimistic view from what we could see. 

After all, the summit is about five miles distant and a mile higher, not to 

mention its adornment of hanging glaciers. 
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The descent to Ghunsa was accomplished in two days, where we 

discovered that Brian had escaped to the flesh pots of Kathmandu on the 

pretext of straining his bionic knee. While out on a pre dinner stroll he 

had contrived to slip on a muddy path and fallen awkwardly. All Chris’s 

organisational prowess was required to effect a helicopter evacuation. 

Chris meanwhile had moved into a better class of accommodation at the 

Kanchenjunga Guest House and cornered the beer supply. All was in place 

for a celebratory dinner. Mr Jit conjured up Egg & Chips followed by a 

Pizza. The music and dancing was provided by the porters and the Raksi 

flowed free. Of course there was a price to be paid and this was the 

climb to the Selele La the following day. Unfortunately the crossing of 

this, and the Mirgin La,  was spoiled by bad weather and poor visibility. 

However we were at Tseran in the Yalung valley in 2 days, where yet 

another helicopter evacuation of a French lady almost completed the 

destruction of the tents. The original plan to visit the eastern base camp 

was abandoned in view of the poor weather and the need to save another 

day to regain our schedule. This didn’t meet with universal approval but 

was probably the correct decision as the walk down the Yalung Valley to 

Tortong, and over the Lasiya Bhanjang (pass) was done in torrential rain. 

Several Bhanjangs and three days later we arrived at Dahalgaon where 

eventually a bus arrived to take us to Ilam. We had been 21 days on the 

trail and we were ready for a change. It had been a terrific month of 

varied experiences and now we were ready for some more. 
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Ilam is Nepal’s answer to Darjeeling so we visited a tea garden before 

transferring to Biratnagar for the flight to KTM, which was, predictably, 

delayed by a day due to bad weather. However we fared better than the 

thousands stranded at Lukla. On arrival at KTM the media were filming 

these evacuees and Josie apparently appeared on Fox news in the States. 

That’s the papers for you! We spent a couple of days enjoying the 

delights of Kathmandu before travelling by bus along the Friendship 

Highway to Tibet. Once across the border the road improved dramatically 

with such things as tarmac. We stayed at a variety of “hotels” in Nyalam, 

Tingri and then Rongbuk. The rooms were excellent except for the 

absence of water, electricity and toilet facilities. All this paled into 

insignificance compared to the land through which we were travelling. 

Steep forested gorges as we climbed out of Nepal gave way to a wild, arid 

landscape culminating eventually in a panorama dominated by Everest, 

Makalu, Lhotse and Cho Oyu. We walked up to Everest Base Camp which is 

so much more impressive than its Nepalese counterpart and cameras were 

much in evidence as we watched the sunset. On we motored through 

Shigatse and Gyantse to Lhasa, once the forbidden city, but now a 

developed Chinese metropolis. The scenery was dramatic as we crossed 

5000m passes and visited several Gompas (Buddist monasteries), which 

are fascinating for a while but there is an air of sameness about them 

eventually and the complexities of Tibetan Lamaism are still a mystery to 
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me. This culminated in a visit to the amazing Potala, once the palace of 

the Dalai Lama, before his escape to India in the ‘50s. 

 

Phase three of this Walker extravaganza consisted of the highest rail 

journey in the world. Part one was a thirty six hour stage in a sleeper 

compartment equipped with an oxygen supply as we reached 5000m at one 

point. Beer was cheap and there was a regular supply, however the food 

was less than appealing. After my boy scout training I had come with 

ample supplies of tasty snacks. Gradually the terrain became less 

mountainous and more “civilised”. Our first stop was at Xian, the home of 

the terracotta warriors. We spent two nights here so as to admire the 

work of the crazy emperor who created several thousand of these 

warriors to protect him in the afterlife, not to mention the work of the 

archaeologists who are unearthing them, a quite remarkable sight. On we 

went for another twelve hour train ride to Beijing. A two day stay here 

enabled us to explore some of this amazing city but also to walk a 10km 

stretch of the Great Wall of China. This took us through some wonderful 

hill country which was worth walking even without the incredible wall.  
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Thanks are due to Chris Walker and Jim Cunningham who did most of the 

organising, but also to Dave & Kathy, Dave & Pat, Richard & Richard II, 

Brian, Iain, Dave F. Pam & Josie for their cheerful good company. 

Bernard Smith 

 
 

 

 

 

 


